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Innovation, quality, design. Since 2007, these are the 
three principles on which Lacertosus® is based: a close-
knit team that pours all its passion and energy into 
creating the best products for functional training, strength 
and conditioning.

Today Lacertosus® is an established brand that offers the 
perfect mix of design, reliability, safety and ease of use 
for your training equipment!
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READY TO SET 
NEW STANDARDS.

Latest arrival at Lacertosus®, with its patented design and high 
biomechanics, the Glute Thruster (GT) is the last frontier for 
strength training and hypertrophy of the entire gluteus area.

With captivating and elegant lines, ergonomic and compact 
design, every single detail has been meticulously selected 
and designed to create the best strength machine for targeted 
training of the gluteus.

GLUTE THRUSTER PATENTED BY LACERTOSUS®  
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Back pad
covered in eco-leather with contrasting stitching, with its tilting 
system and ergonomic design, it supports the user’s back by 
accompanying him throughout the entire exercise.

UNIQUE HIGHLIGHTS.

Stainless steel handles
with fine knurling, to allow the movement of the GT within the 
space, adding a touch of Lacertosus style.

Tilting arm
thanks to its patented system of fulcrums and levers, it adapts to 
the user’s morphology, guiding him during the execution of the 
exercise while adapting to all his micro movements. The magnetic 
system allows you to lock the arm in the resting  position.

Adjustment trolley
on recirculating ball sliding system and stainless steel rods, it 
allows the user to select the most comfortable distance based on 
their biomechanical levers.

Weight holders
in chromed steel, to have your plates neatly stored and always at hand.

Hooks for rubber bands
to work under constant tension and take your training to the next level.

Adjustable pelvic pad
covered in eco-leather, its design and generous padding are 
specially designed to ensure maximum comfort during the entire 
thrust even with high loads, without overloading the pelvic area. 

Handling wheels
Solid and sporty to move your GT whenever you want to change the 

layout of your workout space.
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INIMITABLE ERGONOMICS.
EXTREME BIOMECHANICS.

It is the machine that adapts to you!

Fully adjustable according to the user’s lever thanks to the adjustment 
trolley with 12 regulations, the adjustable pelvic leg pad and the tilting 
back pad.

Safety first! The hip thrust with a barbell is not an easy exercise to 
perform. An incorrect execution combined with the possibility of lifting 
high loads, due to the nature of the movement and the muscles involved, 
make it a potentially dangerous exercise especially for the lumbar area.
With our Glute Thruster the problem is solved!

The patented tilting arm allows the machine to accompany the user 
during the execution of the exercise by providing fixed references and 
adapting to all his micro movements, allowing the entire workload to be 
concentrated in the entire gluteus area, reducing the risk of injury. 
Thanks to our patented movement incorporated with the GT, now is 
easier than ever to perform the Hip Thrust exercise in extreme safety!

A new hybrid training system that combines the advantages of 
guided and safe movement of strength machines with the freedom of 
adaptation and execution of barbell training.
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T RUST THE DETAILS. 

In the Lacertosus GT, nothing is left to chance.

Only the best materials have been chosen 
for the realization of this innovative 
machine.

The obsessive attention to detail, from the 
contrasting stitching of the padding, to the 
knobs in anodized aluminum with lenticular 
logo, passing through the hot stamped and 
lasered logos, frames the whole making 
the Glute Thruster a real design object in 
pure Lacertosus style.
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FEEL THE COMFORT.
IMPROVE YOUR PERFORMANCE.

Generous, comfortable and ergonomic padding designed to accommodate, wrap and 
accompany the user during the entire execution of the thrust even with the highest 
loads.

Never again the problem of pain in the shoulders and in the pelvic area that occurs with 
the barbell’s use.

Finally, the rubber end stops and the magnetic systems allow the padding to be returned 
to the resting position, preparing the GT for the next workout.
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MULTIPLE TRAINING EXPERIENCE.

The olympic plate loading system and the rubber band fastening system allow you to obtain infinite resistance configurations suitable for 
your every need. 

Stainless steel sleeves for olympic plate loading Stainless steel hooks for rubber bands 
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STURDY COMPACTNESS.
SPORTY STYLE.

The compact design, the small size and the handling system 
make it ideal for all home and garage gyms.

The aggressive, sporty and captivating lines combined with 
the structural solidity add a touch of class to the equipment 

compartment of your commercial gym or training center.

180 cm 71 cm
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SEEING IS 
BELIEVING.

Captivating and sophisticated, the new Glute 
Thruster extends the boundaries of strength 
machines by reinventing the gluteus training .

Designed to impress with Lacertosus’ unique 
style, crafted to exceed your limits during every 
workout!

Find out more
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Lacertosus GT is a patented design
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